1. Let p be a prime ^3. If (r, p) = l, define r' by means of rr' = 1 (mod p); the symbol R(r) will denote the least positive residue of r (mod p). Following Maillet we define the determinant Dp by means of (1.1) Dp = \R(rs')\ (r, s= 1, ••• , (p -l)/2).
Maillet raised the question whether Pp^0 for all p. Malo computed Dp for several small values of p: D3 = 1, Db = -5, P7 = 72, P" = ll4, P" = -136, and conjectured that generally
For references see [2, pp. 340-342] .
Making use of the easily proved transformation
which is obtained by subtracting r times the first row of Dp from the rth row, it is evident that Dp is indeed divisible by the power of p indicated in (1.2). In turn (1.3) may be further simplified by successive row subtractions to
It is also not difficult to show that This formula is particularly convenient for computation. Note that the elements in the determinants in (1.4) and (1.6) consist only of zeros and ones.
By means of (1.6) it is not difficult to verify that (1.2) holds for p = 17 and 19 but not for p = 23; in the last case an additional factor 3 occurs. Thus Malo's conjecture is not correct. We shall however show that Dp never vanishes. This is a consequence of the formula proved below:
where h denotes the first factor of the class number of the cyclotomic field k(e2^i").
Some related determinants are discussed briefly in §3.
2. Put
so that Dp(Q)=Dp. Since the last column of Dp consists of the numbers p -2, p -4, • ■ • , 1, it follows that by addition of twice the first column to the last column of both Dp and Dp(x) we get
Dp(x) =--Dp. is a circulant; moreover it is evident that (2.10) Dp=D'p".
Using the familiar formula for a circulant, (2.9) yields
(2.1D Dp" = n e u<-'V(2'+i).
Now on the other hand the first factor of the class number of k(e2"lr) is given by [3, p. 35] Added in proof. Professor S. Chowla has kindly informed the writers that he and A. Weil had proved the formula (1.7) several years ago but had not published the result.
